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2016 saw everything from the Brexit vote to the election of Donald Trump with 
a significant amount of currency volatility mixed in-between. But the politics and 
volatility have only just begun and as 2017 kicks into full gear, it seems we are set up for 
another interesting and unpredictable year of geopolitical pressures and macroeconomic 
forces on currency.

To help you prepare for what’s to come, in our new year’s edition of Global Ambitions 
we look ahead at the shape of the next 12 months. From the first 100 days of Trump’s 
presidency to the flurry of elections across the world, we explore the key political and 
economic events that may impact currencies, businesses and ultimately your bottom 
line. Read on to find out how thinking global and expanding to new markets could be 
your ticket to success this year, our top tips for doing business in Japan and don’t miss 
our Chief Economist’s currency scorecards. 

World First is authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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USD
After an A+ end to the year, doubts over the sustainability of 
the run of the greenback are starting to creep in as we turn 
into 2017. I expect that the dollar will remain supported 
as a result of inflation and growth expectations as well as 
fiscal stimulus from the new President. The key will be 
how consistent these gains are; there is a brutal amount of 
uncertainty surrounding just how much of Trump’s rhetoric 
will translate into pro-growth policy.

CHF
The great Swiss franc swings of yesteryear seem a lifetime 
ago as the currency has remained defiantly stout and 
resolute regardless of the winds that have blown against it. 
The Swiss National Bank’s policy of keeping the franc weak 
is very much still in play however we expect that pressures 
within the Eurozone will cause EURCHF to allow for 
additional CHF strength. This, plus the likely political 
pressures that have the potential to run riot in 2017, should 
push EURCNF towards 1.05 in the next 12 months.

SEK
The krone has ended the year in a volatile fashion with moves 
from the European Central Bank at its December meeting 
throwing the Riksbank’s policy agenda for 2017 into doubt. The 
main rate in Sweden is currently 0.5% below zero and we had 
thought that ECB decisions to hold off additional cuts would allow 
the Swedes more breathing room. The decision from Frankfurt to 
further extend the life of its quantitative easing plan and thereby 
allow for further euro weakness into a year wherein traders will be 
sharpening their knives for single currency depreciation, will mean 
that the Riksbank will have to be more active than neutral in 2017.
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GBP
Is sterling oversold? Absolutely. Does that mean that it cannot go 
any lower? Absolutely not. I believe that upside to sterling will 
return, possibly by the end of the year, although this depends almost 
exclusively on an easy path of negotiations between the UK and 
the EU. I think it is therefore prudent to wait until the government 
has laid out its negotiating plan before becoming bullish on GBP. 
One bright spot for sterling may be its ability to keep its head above 
water against the euro given the political issues on the continent. 
Sterling has been used as a haven of late from issues within 
European politics. 

CNY 
The People’s Bank of China will be, alongside the Federal Reserve, the 
most important central bank in 2017. The manipulation and movements of 
the yuan will be crucial to how well China weathers any trade or Trump 
driven storm. The final few months of 2016 have seen the RMB lose 
around 3% of its value against the US dollar. We anticipate this to continue 
in 2017 with a breach of 7.00 in USDCNY in Q1. The main factor is that 
we have little knowledge about Trump’s willingness to doggedly pursue his 
trade reforms once in office and risks remain that China will feel the need 
to meaningfully stimulate their economy via both additional fiscal spending 
and looser monetary policy despite concerns over their longer term effects.

NOK
A pick up in the oil price towards the end of 2016 has sweetened our 
end of year thoughts for NOK markedly, but we have doubts on the 
sustainability of the oil price increase and therefore the expression of 
further krone gains next year. If, and it is an important if, the wider 
economy can generate strong non-oil growth and an improving trade 
balance then the NOK has the ability to outperform the European single 
currency although we would pick SEK as the winner within Scandinavia.

JPY
Yen ended last year on its heels and we think that USDJPY will 
likely trip over 120 in 2017 with an upward target of 125 if the 
markets continue to believe that Trump can implement the policies 
that swept him to power in November’s election. The Bank of Japan 
is likely to stay quiet in 2017 as we foresee little chance of USDJPY 
returning towards the 100 level that would engender an expectation 
of intervention.

AUD
We have more than a few concerns for the AUD and Australian economy 
going into 2017. We have been overly bearish on the AUD in the past but 
we now believe that the cyclical effect of the most recent runs of interest rate 
cuts are starting to lose their effect while the benefits of a slightly weakened 
AUD are not helping the trade balance as much as it used to. Stronger 
commodity prices will lift incomes definitively in Australia but, as we have 
expressed in a number of our outlook pieces, we hold doubts over the ability 
of a meaningful and long lasting increase in commodity prices. Overall 
through 2017 we are looking for a decline in AUDUSD down to around the 
0.71 mark with risks to the downside courtesy of the potentially negative 
evolution of President Trump’s relationship with the wider APAC region.

EUR
Sitting in London I think that markets are overstating the longer-term 
political risk within Europe, but near-term I see significant weakness in 
the single currency, especially against the USD. My estimates remain that 
centrist, status quo parties actually carry French and German elections but 
lose in the Netherlands. I see the chances of a populist win (PVV, Front 
National or a Merkel loss) in the Netherlands at 50%, in France at 25% 
and in Germany at 20%. Run this against an economy that is likely to 
discount away inflation and a central bank eager to continue stimulus and 
the combined political and economic storm could be enough to knock the 
euro quite severely in 2017.

NZD
New Zealand continues to battle a stubbornly high currency and that fight 
will continue with relatively little success in 2017. Into the New Year we 
estimate that the NZD is around 12% overvalued against the US dollar 
and while we look for this overvaluation to lessen as the year goes on, this 
will be gradual at best. As with its Antipodean counterpart, NZD and the 
New Zealand economy as a whole will always be viewed through a sphere 
of Chinese growth and influence. Greater volatility in China means greater 
volatility Down Under and while greater infrastructure spending in China 
will help matters, it will not be able to guard against all of these depreciatory 
factors. We are looking for a slow decline in NZDUSD towards 0.6750 in 
2017 with risks to the downside should Chinese growth disappoint or the 
RBNZ decide to further take on the NZD’s persistent overvaluation.
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Taxes

The dollar
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Politicians always talk about the ‘first 100 days’ of a new government—a 
time wherein goodwill and focus come together and a foundation of change 
is hopefully laid. Franklin Delano Roosevelt created ‘The New Deal’ in his 

first hundred days, allowing the creation of social security to support workers 
following the Great Depression. Barack Obama launched new child healthcare 

initiatives and promised to close the US camp at Guantanamo Bay. 

Donald Trump has at least four years in the White House but we believe that 
his first 100 days in office will be the most important since the days of FDR. 
Markets love Donald Trump as President Elect but it will remain to be seen 

whether he has the same sway once he has taken the oath of office. 

We think the first three months of the Trump presidency 
will focus primarily around the following areas: 

Trump’s rallying cry during the campaign was 
to ‘Make America Great Again’ but a lot of 
the first 100 days will be focused on making 
America build again. Trump will likely set 
out a plan for infrastructure spending that 
rivals anything seen since America started 
building interstate highways in the mid-50s. 
Republican support will not be hard to come 
across and as long as union matters are taken 
into account and funding is not cut from social 
programs, then Democrats will largely back 
the new President on any infrastructure bills.

Cuts to taxes that focus on income and 
investment are at the heart of the Republican 
plan with both President Trump and Speaker 
Ryan on board. Funds for this will come from 
cuts to benefit programmes and spending on 
areas such as healthcare and urban housing 
support. It will be interesting to see how much 
cross-party support these measures receive 
although Republicans do have a majority in 
both chambers of the 115th US Congress.

The dollar has made an impressive run 
but our minds keep circling back to the 
inauguration of Donald Trump on January 
20th as a possible turning point. Markets like 
to ‘buy the rumour and sell the fact’ and the 
swelling of asset prices, the dollar and inflation 
expectations could be a monster version of 
this trading plan. We cannot be sure until 
Trump is in the White House and we discover 
whether or not he will be able to translate 
his campaign rhetoric into something more 
substantial once sat behind The Resolute desk.

Trump and Mexico, Trump and China—
how much can he row back from extreme 
comments on tariffs and trade? And indeed, 
does the 45th President want to? 

On the campaign trail Trump threatened to 
label China as a currency manipulator on his 
first day in office. He can do this, unilaterally 
provoking an instant 15% tariff on Chinese 
goods into the US for a period of 150 days. We 
would wager that such a measure would lead to 
a modicum of reprisal from Chinese authorities 
(sales of iPhones for example) and damage 
would be wrought on both economies.

Once again we have little knowledge about 
Trump’s willingness to doggedly pursue these 
reforms once in office and risks remain that 
China will feel the need to meaningfully 
stimulate their economy via both additional 
fiscal spending and looser monetary policy 
despite concerns over their longer term effects.

For Mexico the fight has already begun. The 
decision by Ford to cancel an investment of 
$1.6bn in Mexico for a $700m investment in 
Michigan is a big win. The move comes after a 
tweet from President Trump earlier in the day 
that cars made by General Motors in Mexico 
but sold tax-free in the US should be subject to 
a 10% border duty. 

The North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA) allows a car to be built in either the 
US, Canada or Mexico and as long as 65% of it 
is manufactured in that bloc then taxes are not 
paid; Trump wants to end this and it seems like 
Ford is listening. 

This may allow Trump to soften his stance on 
further tariffs on Mexican products, however 
we would expect that other industries that have 
been hurt by lower marginal costs in Mexico 
– textiles, lumber and agriculture – may want 
their day of victory as well.
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Think global:  
3 new markets SMEs 
should consider 

From the June Brexit vote to the resulting sharp 
devaluation of the pound, 2016 certainly wasn’t plain 
sailing for businesses across the UK. Yet, while the 
drop in the value of sterling proved a real obstacle 
for some, it simultaneously unlocked exciting new 
opportunities for SMEs. With the value of British 
goods suddenly significantly cheaper to markets abroad 
and the UK government setting up new schemes to 
support SMEs, there has never been a better time to 
begin or ramp-up exports. 

According to the UK Government’s Exporting is Great initiative, 85 percent  
of companies report that exporting has led to levels of growth in their business 
that wouldn’t have been otherwise possible. For those looking to capture 
these new opportunities as 2017 kicks into full swing, we highlight here three 
alternative markets worth considering. They rank in the top five (all above the 
UK) of our inaugural Best Places for Business in Europe index. Here are some 
need to know facts from the Department for International Trade:   

MALTA 
Last, but certainly not least, take a look at Malta this year 
for untapped business potential. Second only to Ireland for 
GDP growth in our Index, Malta is a growing market. It also 
ranks highly for business population growth and its low levels 
of VAT could make your products and services particularly 
appealing. Gain access to the MENA markets in Malta 
without leaving the single currency. 

LATVIA
With strong recognition of the UK brand and a fast-growing 
economy, Latvia is also one worth exploring. In our Business 
Index, the country ranks fourth for rates of corporation tax, 
making it one of the more cost effective markets to enter. 
Other reasons to consider exporting to Latvia include: a 
strong and open economy, a skilled labour force and a highly 
sophisticated consumer market. 

SLOVAKIA 
With more than 100 noteworthy UK companies 
successfully operating here, from Tesco to Shell, Slovakia 
should top your list of countries worth considering this 
year. They take the top spot for business population growth 
in World First’s Index. In 2015, Slovakian businesses were 
created at a rate of over 40 per day, during which time just 
5,904 businesses closed. Other benefits include: the use of 
English in business, being a part of the euro and of course 
it’s a great gateway to other eastern European markets.  
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In the 12 months to October 2016, the United 
States imported over $1,800 billion dollars of 
goods and services, while exporting just over 
$1,200 billion, leaving the US in a trade deficit 
of $610 billion. While maintaining a trade 
deficit for a prolonged period is not necessarily 
an issue, the size and scale of the deficit that 
Donald Trump is set to inherit has been the 
target of many critics, who argue that a trade 
deficit is tantamount to foreign dependency 
and a sign of economic weakness.

The state of international trade is set to be the focus 
for the new US President, particularly following 
the promise that his administration will follow two 

simple rules: “Buy American and hire American!” Here 
we take a look at the current state of US international trade 
and explore whether this domestically focused strategy is 
viable for the United States in 2017. 

“Much to the ire 
of many Trump 
supporters, China  
is the United States’ 
largest source of 
goods and services, 
totalling over  
$380 billion.”
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Accurate international trade data stored  
with the United States Census Bureau reaches 
back to 1992, and paints a sorry picture for 
those who believe a self-sufficient economy 
is a strong one. As far back as the records go, 
the US has never filed a monthly, quarterly 
or annual trade surplus. The ‘smallest’ trade 
deficit on record came in February 1992, 
where the US still managed to import $831 
million more than it exported. 

So where are these imports coming from? 
And what is it the US is choosing to import 
instead of producing domestically? 

Unsurprisingly, and much to the ire of many 
Trump supporters, China is the United 
States’ largest source of goods and services, 
totalling over $380 billion and accounting for 
over one-fifth of all imports. Making up the 
rest of the top five are Mexico, Canada, Japan 
and Germany, who collectively account for 
37.4% on top of China’s 21%. Furthermore, 
the dependency of the US on these countries 
is rising: total imports from these five 
countries has risen close to 25% over the past 
ten years to over $1,000 billion in the first ten 
months of 2016.

Trump trade 
approach at odds 
with reality 
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And what are the products, goods and 
services shipped to the US borders from these 
countries? Topping the list is motor vehicles, 
with Japan, Mexico and Canada all shipping 
cars into the US in their thousands, closely 
followed by telephone wiring, crude oil, data 
processing equipment and auto parts.

Nonetheless, the shape and scale of these 
imports could be set to change in the very 
near future. Trade rules negotiated under 
NAFTA (alongside Mexico and Canada) 
mean finished cars can cross borders tariff-
free, so carmakers can utilise cheap capital 
and labour costs overseas and still ship to the 
US consumer without incurring penalties 
or taxation. This could all change under 
Trump’s administration – he’s hinted that 
car imports from overseas could amount to 
35% of the ticket price, a further incentive for 
firms to reshore production and imitate the 
actions of Carrier Air Conditioning and Ford. 

But at what cost? The US Bureau of Labor 
Statistics estimates that manufacturing 
labour is five times more expensive in the 
US than it is in Mexico – and there are 
only three ways this loss can be absorbed: 
the producer can take a hit on their 
profits, cut costs through using poorer 
quality materials or push up the price 
facing the consumer, all of which have 
an inflationary impact on the domestic 
economy.

The extent to which the US economy 
can absorb these higher prices will dictate 
how long the USA can pursue a “buy 
American and hire American” policy but 
it’s very likely that after a few years of so-
called ‘Trumponomics’, the import/export 
of goods flowing into and out of the USA 
will look markedly different. 

Top 10 sources of US imports

China

Mexico

Canada

Japan

Germany

S. Korea

UK

France

India

Italy

Total 2016 imports through Oct ($ billions)
Source: U.S. Chamber of Commerce 
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WHY EXPAND  
YOUR BUSINESS  
TO JAPAN?
  

AND 5 TIPS  
TO HELP YOU! 

If you’re looking to expand your consumer base, have 
you tried exporting to Japan? The world’s third largest 
economy has a lot to offer international businesses so we 
break down why Japan should be on your priority list and a 
few tips to help break into the market.

As the third largest economy in the 
world after China and the US, 
Japan offers internationally focused 

companies an exciting opportunity to grow 
their business in a truly unique market. With 
a solid population of middle class consumers 
with high disposable income who are mostly 
embracive of new technologies, Japan is 
particularly accommodating to international 
businesses offering premium goods or services 
or digital focused businesses with innovative 
solutions.

For small companies, Japan offers a relatively 
stable environment to do business in with 
fantastic infrastructure and a receptive 
consumer base. British businesses that 
specialise in manufacturing, consumer goods, 
high tech products and services in particular 
will find Japan an ideal market to conduct 
business in due to hunger for such services 
in the region. Upcoming opportunities like 
the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic games in 
Tokyo as well as the 2019 Rugby World Cup 
offer opportunities for UK firms as Japanese 
organisers look to learn from the UK’s recent 
experiences in hosting these events. 

Moreover, Japan offers a very open economy 
and ranks highly for ease of doing business. In 
fact, if you decide to set up a business here, you 
can do it in just 14 days! 

As with any new market though, Japan 
offers its own unique set of challenges and it 
is key businesses do sufficient research and 
fact finding before embarking on the export 
process. To get you started, here are a few 
things you need to know before you start 
exporting to Japan. 
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Choose a route to market 
that works for you

It’s all about relationships

Understanding business etiquette

Protecting your 
intellectual property 

Getting the most out of your sales 

Due to the advanced nature of the Japanese business environment, there are 
various routes to market to get your products and services noticed by Japanese 
consumers. Depending on your resources, you may decide to enter the market 
by setting up a physical business in the region or starting small by exporting 
your products on a few Japanese marketplaces to gauge interest.  You could also 
decide to go it alone or find a local partner to help with distribution and building 
connections. Either way, your route to market needs to work for your business 
in the long term Japan is a market that favour businesses willing to make a longer 
term commitment. 

The Department for International Trade have a number of useful guidelines and 
advice for different routes to market and what to bear in mind for each one so 
make sure you do your research. 

The business culture in Japan places significant emphasis on relationships, 
so if you’re looking to do business in the region, it’s vital you begin to 
build a strong network of personal contacts. Whether you’re planning 
to open a physical office or just sell through an online marketplace, it’s 
recommended you build contacts locally who can help you understand the 
business culture and who could be a good in road to developing business 
relationships with potential customers, suppliers and partners.

It will come as no surprise that the Japanese business culture places high 
value on etiquette, respect and cultural sensitivity. So before you bring 
your business to Japan, it’s important to learn about their customs and keep 
in mind values to help you deal with various situations. Most Japanese 
businesses and customers won’t expect foreign businesses to immediately 
uphold and understand their traditions, but showing some deference to their 
culture will go a long way in making your business a success. For example, 
British businesses are encouraged to get two sided business cards with one 
side translated into Japanese and they should be presented by holding the two 
corners closest to you with both hands. 

Japan places emphasis on strong intellectual property protection and 
follows a ‘first-to file’ system. Therefore, if your brand, logo, product or 
service has a distinct characteristic you are looking to capitalise on, it is 
important you secure the correct trademark and patent protection. Having 
the right protection could also open up opportunities for your business in 
terms of brand licencing or collaborating with other Japanese businesses. 
UK companies with an intention of doing business in Japan should look to 
register their trademarks with the Japan Patent Office and can do so even 
without an office or business entity in the country. 

Once your business is up and running in Japan, you’ll want to 
repatriate any income you make from sales of goods and services in the 
country. Whilst previously this could be tricky and involved setting up 
a Japanese bank account, there are now a range of options for you to 
get your hard earned income with less hassle. 

World First recently launched a service that helps international 
businesses selling to Japanese consumers on online marketplaces 
repatriate their sales income by removing unnecessary hurdles like 
the need to open a local bank account. Online sellers can now benefit 
from World First’s fast, efficient and cost-effective service when doing 
business in Japan, allowing them to focus on other important things – 
like growing their business.

If you would like some more 
information about selling to Japan or 
how to take advantage of World First’s 
unique service, get in touch with 
one of account managers now. 
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